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Introduction
2021 was a strange year in a lot of ways, not least due 
to the continuing covid pandemic. But it will remain 
memorable for me in a more positive way as the year that 
we doubled down on our efforts to focus on becoming a 
more sustainable business, and to bring purpose to Kyan.

One of the key milestones on this journey was the submission 
of our B Corp application. We are still going through 
certification but I can honestly say that the whole process has 
already been transformational for us as a company.

We have moved from being a ‘good company’ to being a 
company that intentionally thinks about ‘doing good’ in all of 
our operational decisions.

This is just the beginning. At Kyan, we’re looking forward to 
many more years of positive impact, and using our business 
as a force for good.

Gavin Shinfield
Chief Sustainability Officer, Kyan



Environment
Climate change is one of the most pressing challenges 
we face as a society. As a company, we aim to do 
everything we can to reduce our impact on the planet 
and to help our wider network of stakeholders do the 
same, be they team members, suppliers, customers or 
the local community. 

“There can be no 
Plan B because 
there is no Planet B.”
Ban Ki-moon



Our carbon 
footprint

2021 is the year we truly started taking reporting on 
our carbon footprint seriously. In 2019 we had done 
rough calculations using free online tools. 2020 was 
better estimated with the help of a consultant, but our 
calculations were still missing key factors.

We should also recognise what a weird year 2020 
was – zero business travel and zero commuting. Lots 
of people saw a massive drop in their reported carbon 
but we must recognise that this was really an artificial 
reduction. A blip in the carbon continuum!

2021 was the year we started using the Green Element 
Carbon Calculator. It was a revelation, enabling us to 
track our data with much more granularity. This means 
we are confident to set 2021 as the base year for our 
measurements going forward.

Our 2021 footprint: 

21.19 tCO2e

E N V I R O N M E N T

57.4%  Employee commuting: road 

20.4%  Business travel: air 

14.2%  Information technology 

3.0%  Business travel: road

2.6% 

2.3% 

0.1% 

0.0%

Emissions 
by source

Water 

Business travel: rail 

Digital network 

Electricity*

*Our energy comes from 100% renewable sources. Because we report on market values our electricity is rated at 0%.



Action
on carbon

What’s next?

We are starting our relationship 
with Climeworks, the direct air 
carbon capture company based 
in Zurich, sequestering carbon 
through direct air capture and 
storing it underground, in Iceland.

We have committed to remove 
100 kilos of carbon from the 
atmosphere per month via direct 
capture. We will continue to 
review the amount in line with our 
journey towards net zero.

We offset the carbon we can’t 
remove via our carbon capture 
partner, Ecologi.

Total trees planted: 15,467

3,000
Trees planted in 2021

E N V I R O N M E N T

tCO2e is tonnes of carbon 
dioxide equivalent.

225tCO2e

Carbon reduced in 2021

“My ebike, besides being a really 
fun way to get to work, drastically 
reduces my carbon footprint. And 
I was able to purchase it through 
the Cycle to Work scheme!”

Darby Manning
Through our offsetting we have 
been a carbon negative/climate 
positive workforce since 2019.

2019
Climate positive since



Homeworker carbon
We understand that in the modern work environment, company carbon is 
often emitted outside of the workplace. We are committed to helping our 
team understand their impact on the planet, and that is why we use Giki 
Zero, which helps our team to incrementally change their behaviour and 
live more sustainably.

As of March 2022, we are delighted to have reached 100% company-
wide participation on the Giki Zero platform.

The average UK carbon footprint 
for individuals is 12,700kg.

6,110kg

Average Kyan employee 
carbon footprint

E N V I R O N M E N T

“For me, homeworking has been a no-brainer. I can 
be more flexible with family responsibilities whilst 
virtually eliminating the carbon from my commute. It’s 
also encouraged me to think about my carbon footprint 
at home and how I can reduce it further.”

Steven Wake



The environment 
at work
In 2021 we have made significant improvements on how we track 
and manage waste in the office.

We have implemented an Environmental Management System 
(EMS) that allows us to be fully accountable for our waste and 
energy usage and enable us to track and reduce both.

It also leads the way for us to become ISO 14001 certified in 2022.

Whilst this is one of the more stringent and formalised areas of 
measuring our impact, it’s also one of the most rewarding as we can 
accurately track our progress on a local level.

Claire Chase
Office Manager & PA

E N V I R O N M E N T



Environmental goals
E N V I R O N M E N T

Net zero target
Using the Science Based Targets Initiative Net-Zero 
scheme we have set near-term science-based targets 
for all our emissions, and committed to reducing our 
Scope 3 emissions in an effort to achieve Net-Zero.

As an SME (less than 500 employees) with zero Scope 
1 & 2 emissions, in market-based terms we are already 
a Net-Zero company by SBTi standards. However, we 
don’t think that’s good enough.

We commit to further reducing our Scope 2 emissions 
(although our electricity is already 100% renewable) 
by setting goals to bring all of our homeworkers onto 
renewable green tariffs. We also plan to reduce our 
impact further by also reducing our Scope 3 emissions.

Historic carbon
We aim to offset all of our historic carbon from our 
date of incorporation to the present day, and to be a 
carbon negative organisation going forward.

Our work with Green Element has enabled us to get 
a much more detailed view of our current carbon 
production and we are currently using the calculators 
they provide to extrapolate these details to work out 
our total historic carbon production.

Once we have this figure we will be able to set a 
specific date by which we will have offset all of our 
carbon output to date.



People
At Kyan we believe that a diverse team—one from 
different backgrounds and cultures, with different ideas 
and life learnings—leads to better business decisions 
and better designed products.

It’s not enough to just strive for a diverse team. 
We need to make sure that once here, everyone is 
included and afforded the same opportunities.

“Diversity is being 
invited to the party. 
Inclusivity is being 
asked to dance.”
Vernā Myers



Diversity
We grew by 28% in 2021 and will continue to expand 
throughout 2022. We have seen first hand how increasing 
diversity in the team can generate better creativity, innovation 
and decision making. But we have further to go.

P E O P L E

We calculated our gender 

pay gap in March 2022 

and were reassured to 

see that it is 0%.

75.6% White: British 

8.9% White: Other 

4.4% Asian: Chinese 

2.2% Asian: Pakistani

2.2% Asian: Other 

2.2% Black: African 

2.2% Mixed: Multiple 

2.2% Mixed: Black/white

75% Male 

25% Female

Ethnicity Gender 0%

Gender 
pay gap



Powered
by people

Kyan is a technology agency powered by people. It’s true – our team is the heart 
and soul of the company and without them we do not have a business. That’s 
why it’s so important for us to continue to grow and offer more careers to talented 
people and to celebrate our successes together.

We are proud of our continued team growth alongside the length of tenure and 
low turnover rates which demonstrate an established team – one with ambitions 
to grow and face new challenges.

P E O P L E

+28%

Team 
growth

51 full time employees

9%

2021 staff 
turnover

3.8 years

Average Kyan 
employee tenure

“When team members are from a variety of cultures, 
experiences and backgrounds, they are likely to provide 
better solutions and show less bias in their innovation. A 
diverse team can really help to discover unique answers.”

Thari Perera



What’s next?
P E O P L E

Setting targets
35% of our new hires in 2021 were female. By the end 
of the year, 25% of our team were women. We’ve set 
ourselves a target to increase this to 33% in 2022. 

We are committed to reviewing our current recruitment 
practices to attract a wider, more diverse talent pool 
with a goal to increase our ethnic diversity and to give 
non-graduates employment opportunities.

To achieve this, we are focusing on how we recruit. 
From where we advertise through to our selection and 
interview process. We are also reviewing our benefits 
package as we recognise this is an integral part to 
attracting talent and enhancing the experience of 
working at Kyan.

Engage the team
The world of hybrid working is still new to us all, but 
we are committed to maintaining an inclusive culture, 
whether someone is working remotely from their 
kitchen table or from our open plan office at Kyan HQ.

We are looking at how we on-board new joiners and 
will be diving further into what the team thinks of life at 
Kyan with the introduction of an annual engagement 
survey. 

This will build on the feedback we currently gain from 
regular pulse surveys, enabling us to make more 
meaningful decisions that enhance our employee 
experience.



“Giving is not just 
about making 
a donation. It is 
about making 
a difference.”

Giving back
Striving to become a B Corp has made us think more closely about our 
purpose and how we can use business as a force for good.

We endeavour to support good causes and to pro-bono particular 
projects, such as our work with Save The Children. We offer preferential 
rates to charities and not-for-profit organisations, as well as support for 
local charities, the local area and nature schemes.

2020/21 was a difficult period for volunteering, but we’ve set ourselves 
some ambitious goals for this year and beyond.

Kathy Calvin



As far as our charitable work went in 2021, it was limited, and whilst 
we continued to offer pro-bono training, workshops and consultation 
uptake was relatively low, largely due to other pressures relating to the 
covid pandemic.

However, this spurred us on to look at more ways of giving back and 
alongside supporting our team members in their individual charitable 
efforts, we have made the decision to implement a formal volunteering 
scheme with group and individual activities.

As a team we now arrange for every team member to pledge a full 
paid working day to volunteer for a good cause of their choosing.

Volunteering
G I V I NG 	 B ACK

424 hrs
Volunteering

Pledged for 2022

11 hrs
Pro bono work

in 2021

“As a listening volunteer at the Samaritans we 
work with a range of people from all walks of life. 
It’s rewarding to know by simply actively listening 
without judgement, you can make a difference to a 
person’s day, mood and life.”

Rebecca Brennan



Spreading 
the word
We believe that a big part of becoming a more sustainable and even a regenerative 
business is to spread the word and to offer support to other businesses and individuals 
striving to do good and become better businesses.

That’s why we founded the BIMA B Corp Bootcamp with our good friends at Jago, offering 
a series of free sessions aimed at helping agencies become B Corp certified. 

Gavin has joined the BIMA Sustainability Council which has specific aims around the 
environmental aspects of agency life and how we can support the companies on their 
journey towards Net Zero carbon.

Gavin also founded the ESG Collective, a networking group of business leaders and 
sustainability consultants who meet regularly to discuss the pertinent issues concerning all 
aspects of sustainability and how they affect the world of business.

G I V I NG 	 B ACK



If you’d like to know any more about any of the initiatives in this 
report, or maybe even get involved, then please get in touch. 
We’d love to hear from you and share ideas.

hello@kyan.com 
kyan.com/sustainability

Our sustainability partners:


